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ON THE CANONICAL RINGS
OF SOME HORIKAWA SURFACES. PART I
VALENTIN ILIEV
ABSTRACT. This paper is devoted to finding necessary and sufficient conditions for a graded ring to be the canonical ring of a minimal surface of general
type with K2 = 2pg —3, pg > 3, and such that its canonical linear system has
one base point.

Introduction.
The minimal surfaces S of general type with K2 = 2pg - 3,
pg > 3, defined over the field of complex numbers C were studied by E. Horikawa
in [4 and 5]. Because of the fact that these surfaces are regular (cf. [1, Theorem
10]) and because of the vanishing of H1(S,cf(mK))
for all to > 2 (cf. [7, Theorem
5]) the restriction maps H°(S,(f(mK))
-* H°(K,(f(K\K))
are surjective for all
m > 0 and it becomes possible to use the hyperplane section principle. This is a
very suggestive idea proposed by Miles Reid (cf. also [2]) and we make use of it in
giving an algebraic treatment of Horikawa's papers.
Throughout the rest of this paper we suppose that the canonical linear system
\K[ has one base point. This is not a restriction when pg > 5 (cf. [5, §1]).
§1 and Appendix A contain mostly known results. They are included because we
cannot find references appropriate for our purposes. In §2 we describe a ring which
is "the trace" of the canonical ring Uona generic member of \K\. §3 contains a
presentation of the canonical ring R by generators and relations. §§4 and 5 are
devoted to finding necessary conditions which a posteriori are shown to be also
sufficient for a graded ring R to be the canonical ring of a minimal surface of
general type with pg = n + 1, K2 = 2n — 1, n > 2, and such that the canonical
linear system \K\ has one base point.
This work has two main points in common with [4 and 5]: §1, where we give
Horikawa's Lemma 2 from [4] and his description of the canonical image from [5] in
the present context, and subsections 5.1 and 5.2, where we use Lemmas 5, 6 from

[4] and Lemma 1.2 from [5].
The cases when pg = 3, K2 = 3 or pg = 4, K2 = 5 are studied in [6 and 2]
respectively.

With our present approach we obtain these results as special cases.

1. Known results.
1.1. Let 5 be a minimal surface of general type with K2 = 2pg — 3, pg > 3. We
assume that the canonical linear system \K\ of S has one base point P. Following
Horikawa [4, Lemma 2] let ir: S' —►
5 be the quadratic transformation with center
P and exceptional curve E. Then \ir*K| = \L[ + E where the linear system |L| is
without base points, hence its generic member L is an irreducible and nonsingular
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curve. Set pg = n + 1. Then n > 2, K2 = 2n - 1, L2 = 2n - 2, the genus of L is 2n
and (E,L) = 1. In particular, the generic member C of \K\ is smooth at P, hence
ir induces an isomorphism between L and C. We have dim H°(S,cf(L
— E)) =
dimH°(S,(f(K
—2P)) = n — 1 and the short exact sequence

0 -» <?S,(L-£)

-» &S,(L) -» ^k(l) -» 0

shows that the linear system |L| cuts out the whole linear system of degree 1 on

E =• P1. We denote by FL the regular map S' -> Pn defined by |L| and let W be
its image. It is clear that Ft, induces an isomorphism E —►I where / = Fl(E).
The short exact sequence

0 - 0S, - rfs\L) -» ^l(^U) - 0
gives that dim.ff0(L,^i,(.L|£,)) = « and this fact together with degL|i, = I? =
2(n — 1) implies (by the theorem of Clifford) that the curve L is hyperelliptic and
L\l = (n — I)g2, where g2 is the unique linear system of dimension 1 and degree
2 on L. Therefore the P^-image H of L is a rational normal curve of degree
n — 1 in P"_1 c P" and this is the generic hyperplane section of W. Because of
degW = n — 1 we obtain that VF is a rational normal scroll in Pn: W = WCid,

c>0,d>0,2c

+ d = n-l(ci.

[3, Chapter 4 and 5, §1]), and deg FL = 2. We set

Eq = a zero section of Wc,d,
Era — the directrix of Wc,d in case c > 0, or the vertex of

the cone Wo.n-i,

/ = the generic fibre of Wc,dBecause of (L, E) = 1 we obtain (H, I) = 1 so that / is a line in Pn on WCid- When
c > 0 it is obvious that (I, f) = e, where e = 0 or 1. In case e = 0 (let us call it
Case A) / is a fibre of WCid. In the second case e = 1 (let us call it Case B) it is
clear that / = T^ooand c = 1. We will refer to the case when Wc<dis a cone (c = 0)
as Case C. Then I is a ruling of the cone.
1.2. Let Wc,d be a rational normal scroll in Pn and let (2o>zi) be a basis
of H°(Eo,(f(l)).
It is easy to see that there exists a coordinate system (x;y) =
(x0, ...,xc;y0,...,
yc+d) in Pn such that the fibre f<ZOi!tl)oiWc,d through (zQ, zy) E
Eo is the line which joins the point (zy, zqZc^x ,..., Zq\ 0,..., 0) E Era to the point
(0,..., 0; zcy+d,ZoZCy+d~l,..., zcQ+d)E Eq. The surface Wc,d is the locus of the points

in Pn which have the form

(1.2.1) (azl,azozcy-1,...,azco;0zcy+d,0zozcy+d-l,...,0zl+d),

(a,0) ^ (0,0).

Hence Wc,d has the following equations in P":
(1.2.2)

(1.2.3)
(1.2.4)

a^ = XiXj+y - Xi+yXj = 0,

bim = yiym+i -yi+iVm = o,
cim = Xiym+i ~ Xi+yym -0,

Let H = (h(x, y) = 0) be a hyperplane

0<i<j<c-l,

o</<TO<c
0<i<c-l,

h(x,y)=a(x) + b(y),

0<m<c

+ d-l.

section of Wc<d,where
c

(1.2.5)

+ d-i,

c+ d

a(x) = J2aixi> b(y) =^bjVji=0

.7=0
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c+d

=^2aiZ0zCy-1,

b(z0,zy)

= ^bjZ0zCy+d~3,

t=0

j=0

d(zo,zy) = the greatest common divisor of a(zo,zy) and b(zo,zy),
ay(z0,Zy) = a(zo,Zi)/d(zo,Zy),

by(z0,zy) = b(z0, Zy)/d(z0,Zy).

An immediate consequence of form (1.2.1) of the generic point of WCtd is the following.

LEMMA 1.2.6.

Ifd(zo,zy)

= (z[1)Zo-zi01)zy)---(z[s)zo-z0s)zy),

f #1+ AtfM1')+ " ' + A^'M")'

H=lHy,

c = °' E°°eH>

where Hy is the rational curve on WCtd with parametric
Xi = -by(ZQ,Zy)zlQZCy~%,

Vj -ay(z0,zy)z0'zcy+

COROLLARY1.2.7.

then

° > °'

C= 0,Eoo<f:H,

I A«SX).*J1))+
"'+ h4s)As)v

s>0,

representation

l = 0, . . . , C,

\

j = 0,...,c

+ d.

(a) The fibre f(Zo<Zl)is a component of H if and only if

(zo,zy) is a common zero of the polynomials a(zo,zy) and b(zo,zy).
(b) The directrix (the vertex) Erx, is a component

of H (belongs to H) if and

only if a(zo,Zy) = 0.
(c) The hyperplane section H is irreducible (and hence a smooth curve = P1) if
and only if R(a,b) ^ 0 where R(a,b) is the resultant of the polynomials a(zo,zy)
and b(zo,Zy). In this case H has a parametric representation
c+d

Xi = ~ / „ bjZry Zy

(1.2.8)

,

l = 0,...,C,

ci=0

yj = i2aizo+j^~1~i~j,

j = 0,...,c + d.

i=0

1.3. Let H = (h(x,y)

= 0) be an irreducible hyperplane

section of WCtd. For-

mulae (1.2.8) define an isomorphism P1 -^ H which can be decomposed into a
Veronese embedding P1 -► P"_1, xk = z0!~1Zy~k, k = 1,...,n,
followed by the
natural embedding Pn_1 = (x0 = 0) C P" and by the automorphism (xk) —»•(x, y)
of P" which is given in Cases A and C, under the assumption b0 / 0, by the matrix

(1.3.1)
/
0
0

-b0
0

-by
-b0

-b2
-by

0

0

0

0

••■

60fl(6,a)

ao

oi

09

•■■

0

0

ao

ay

0

0

0

0

^

■■■ -bc+d
■■■ -bc+d-y

•••

0
-bc+d

-bo

a0

-by

•••
■•■

0
0

\

■■■ -bc+d

ac

0

•••

0

ac-y

ac

• •■

0

ay

■■■

ac

j
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and in Case B (cf. also Remark 2.1.1) by the matrix

/

0

-6o

-by

-b2

•••

-by+d

0

aifl(o,a)

°

~6°

~bl

"■

-b*

_6l+d

0
0

oo
0

oi
a0

0
ai

•••
•••

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

■••

a0

ay J

(L3-2)

V

Note that in all cases the determinant

\

is 1. The inverse automorphism

has the form

xo = R(b,a)h(x,y),
xk = hk(x,y),
fc=l,...,n,
where hk(x, y) = ck(x) + dk(y) are linear forms such that after expressing x and y
by means of (1.2.8), one gets
(1.3.3)

zkt~1z^~k = hk(x,y)

= -b(zo,zy)ck(z0,zy)

+ a(zo,zy)dk(z0,zy)

for fc = 1,..., n. Our choice of the first column in the matrices (1.3.1) and (1.3.2)
means that dk(0,1) is zero for fc = 1,..., n in Cases A and C, and ck(l, 0) is zero

for fc= 1,..., n in Case B (cf. Appendix A, A.l).
2. Rings on a hyperelliptic
curve.
2.1. Let H = (h(x,y) = 0) be an irreducible hyperplane section of W = Wc%d
such that the curve L = F^(H) is irreducible and nonsingular. Let us denote the
point LflE by P' and a generator of the C-linear space H°(S',cf(E))
by e. We have
an isomorphism H°(S',cf(E))
—>H°(L,cf(P'))
which is induced by the restriction
map. Hence H°(L,cf(P'))
= Cs where s is the restriction of section e on L. Let
Ph be the intersection point of the line / with H. We can suppose (zq) = Ph on the
curve H, hence we have Zq = s2 on the curve L and P' is a branch point of this
hyperelliptic curve. Setting zy = t we have H°(L,cf(2P'))
= Cs2 © Ci.

REMARK 2.1.1. In Case B equality (zq) = Ph implies ao = 0 and therefore
ay ^ 0 (h(x, y) is given by expression (1.2.5) and R(a, b) ^ 0, cf. Corollary 1.2.7(c)).
If C E \K\ is such that ir*(C) = L + E, then we can transfer sections s and t on
the hyperelliptic curve C. The base point P of | K\ is a branch point of C and
H°(C,cf(P))
= Cs, H°(C,cf(2P))
= Cs2 ®Ct. The inverse images x\ = F*L(xx),
yf = Fl(yj) of the homogeneous coordinates in Pn form a basis of H°(S',cf(L)).
Let Xi, yj be the sections in H°(C,tf(K))
for which ir*(xi) = x\e, ir*(yj) = yfe.
These sections span the C-linear space H°(S,tf(K))
and define the canonical map
Fk- We can rewrite (1.2.8) and (1.3.3) on the curve C in the form
xl = -sb(s2,t)s2Hc-1,

i = 0,...,c,

yj=sa(s2,t)s2nc+d-i,

(2.1.3)

s2k-1tn-k

In particular,

s2n~l = hn(x,y),

j = 0,...,c

= hk(x,y),

+ d,

k=l,...,n.

hence K\c ~ (2n - 1)P. Denote

R = 0 H°(S,&(mK)), RC = 0 H°(C,d?(m(2n- 1)P)).
m>0

m>0
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Since the surface S is regular, the restriction map R —►
Re is surjective and it is
clear that the description of the ring Re will be helpful in order to describe the
canonical ring R.
2.2. Let C be a hyperelliptic curve of genus g and let P be its branch point. We
set A = ®m>0H°(C,c?(mP)).

LEMMA 2.2.1.
The graded ring A can be presented as C[s, t, u]/(F<yg+2), where
degs = 1, degi = 2, degu = 2g + l, Fig+2 = u2 —f2g+y(s2,t) and the zeroes of the
polynomial f2g+y(zo, zy) are all the branch points of the unique 2-1 map C —*P1,
except the branch point (0,1) E P1. Moreover, the sections sm, sm~2t,...
span the
(+) eigenspace, and the sections sm~29~1u, sm~29~3tu,...,
to > 2g + 1, span the
(—) eigenspace in degree to of the hyperelliptic involution i of C.

PROOF. One can use the same arguments

as in [6, Lemma 2].

REMARK 2.2.2. The polynomial /29+i(.zo, *i) = E^iV
roots and eo ^ 0.
Suppose g = 2n, n > 2, and set
hk = s2k-1tn-k,

(2.2.3)

evz^z\9+l~v has simple

fc = l,...,n,

z = t2n-\
vp = s2n-2p-2tp-1u,

Let

p=l,...,n-l.

c

c+d

a(zo,zy) = ^2aiZ0zl~l

and

b(z0,zy) =^2bJz0'zCy+d~:'

i=0

j=0

be mutually prime polynomials, 2c + d = n — 1, and let Xj, yj be the sections in
H°(C,(f((2n
- 1)P)) given by formulae (2.1.2). We can express hk in terms of
x and y by formulae (2.1.3) and all the relations among xt and yj are given by

h(x,y) = 0 and equations (1.2.2), (1.2.3), and (1.2.4).
The products vpvq, 1 < p < q < n — 1, are i-invariant, hence there exist 2rc —
3 homogeneous degree 3 polynomials <pyy,<py2,(p22,... ,ipn-2,n-i,<Pn-i,n-i,
such

that
(2.2.4)
/oocl

(i.Z.b)

fpq = VpVg- <P[(p+q)/2][(p+q+y)/2](h2y,hyh2,... ,hn-yhn,h2n,z)
,„

Cv „2n-2

P[(p+«)/2][(p-H, + l/2)H20Zi
_

2n-p-q-2

— ^0

for all p, q with l<p<q<n-l.
among the Xi, y3, z, vp:

(2.2.6)

p+q-2

Zl

^2^2n-3

,Z0Zy

r

i

J4n+l(Zo,Zy),

,...,Zq

,2n-l

„2n-l\

,Zy

= 0,

)

-,

Using (2.2.3) we get the remaining relations

dk = hkh\ - hk+yz = 0,

fc=l,...,n-l,

(2.2.7)
9ksVq= hkvp - hsVg =0,
(2.2.8)

l<p<q<n-l,

hpq = zvp -/i[(9_p+1)/2]/i[(,_p)/2]+ii,9

Let us denote v = (v,...,
terizes the ring Re-

vn-y).

1 < k < s < n, s + p = k + q,
=0,

l<p<q<n-l.

We have proved the theorem below which charac-
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THEOREM 2.2.9.

C[x,y,z,v)/Ih,

There exists a natural isomorphism

of graded rings Re —

where degXi = degyj = 1, degz = 2, degup = 3, and lh is the

ideal generated by the polynomials

h (cf. (1.2.5))

of degree 1, a%j, 6;m, Cjm (cf.

(1.2.2), (1.2.3), (1.2.4)) of degree2, dk (cf. (2.2.6)) of degree3, gkapq(cf. (2.2.7))
of degree4, hpq (cf. (2.2.8)) of degree 5, fpq (cf. (2.2.4)) of degree6.
REMARK2.2.10. The syzygies

(2.2.11)

(2.2.12)

vrgkspq- hkfpr + h3fqr =0,

I < P < q < n - 1, 1 < fc < s < n,
s + p = k + q, 1 <r <n— 1,

vrhpq-zfpr + h[{q_p+y)/2]h[iq-p)/2]+yfqr=0,

l<p<q<n-l,
1 <r <n-l,

and the isomorphisms Projr?c S Proj(0m>oi?°(C,ff
(Kc))) = C (where Kc ~
2(2n — 1)P is the canonical class of C) show that if one requires that conditions
(2.2.2) and (2.2.5) hold, then one can reconstruct the hyperelliptic curve C of genus

2n from the ring Re3. The canonical

ring.

3.1. Let a be the birational involution of the field C(S) over the field C(W).
Since S is a minimal surface we have that a is biregular and, moreover, c(P) = P.
Therefore the extension of a to S' is a biregular involution which preserves E =
7r_1(P) and we denote it again by a. The restriction of a on L coincides with the
hyperelliptic involution i of this curve.
3.2. Now, we shall describe the canonical ring R by generators and relations.
The i-invariant degree 2 generator z of the ring Re gives rise to a u-invariant degree
2 generator z of the ring R. We conclude from Theorem 2.2.9 that there exist n —1
relations
Dk = hkh2 - hk+yz + h(ek+yz + Qk) =0,
where ek+y E C and Qk are quadratic

k = 1,...,

n - 1,

forms in x and y. We rewrite these relations

in the form (hk+y —ek+yh)z = hkh2 + hQk and lift them on S'. Because of P ^ (z)
we have hk+y(x',y') - ek+yh(x',y') E H°(S',c?(L - 2E)) (see 2.1. for notation)
so that the line / = Fr,(E) divides the divisors (hk+y — ek+yh) on W = Wc,d
for fc = 1,... ,n — 1. Using Corollary 1.2.7 and the notation from 1.3 we get
cfc+i(0,l)-ejfc+ia(0,l)
=0, dfc+i(0,l)-efc+i6(0,l)
= 0, fc= 1,... ,n- 1, in Cases
A and C, and Ck+y(zo,zy) —ek+ya(zo,zy) = 0, fc = 1,... ,n - 1, in Case B. In all
cases we get ek+i = 0, fc= 1,..., n - 1, hence

(3.2.1)

Dk = hkh2y-hk+yz + hQk=0,

k = l,...,n-l.

Along the way we have proved

LEMMA3.2.2. The line in Pn defined by the system h2 = h3 = ■■■= hn = 0
is exactly the line I onW.
By analogy, the i-anti-invariant degree 3 generators vy,..., vn-y of the ring Re
can be extended to cr-anti-invariant degree 3 generators, which we denote by the
same letters, of the canonical ring R. Using again Theorem 2.2.9 we have

(3.2.3)

FPq =vpvq -Mpq(x,y,z)

= 0,

l<p<g<n-l,
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where

Mpq = <P[(p+q)/2)[(p+q+y)/2](h\,hyh2,... ,hn-yhn,h2n,z) + h$pq(x,y,z),
$p? are quasihomogeneous polynomials of degree 5 and they do not include vp
because the other terms in the expressions above are cr-invariant;
n-l

(3.2.4) Gkspq = hkvp - hsvg + h^2 9{xapQ)vx= 0,
A=l

l<p<q<n

—1, 1 < fc< s < n, s + p = k + q,

where g{ksvq)E C,
n-l

(3.2.5) Hpq = zvp - h[{q-p+1]/2]h[{q_p)/2]+yVq
+ h J2 h{xPQ)vx
= 0,
X=l

l<p<q<n

—1,

where hxP9' are linear forms in x and y.
We have proved the following

THEOREM 3.2.6.

If S is a minimal surface of general type with K2 = 2pg -3,

pg > 3, such that the canonical linear system \K\ has one base point, and if R
is the canonical ring of S, then there is a natural isomorphism of graded rings

R = C[x,y,z,v]/I,
where degXi = degyj = 1, degz = 2, degt>p = 3 and the ideal
I is generated by the polynomials a^, bim, Cim (cf. (1.2.2), (1.2.3), (1.2.4)) of degree

2, Dk (cf. (3.2.1)) of degree3, Gkspq(cf. (3.2.4)) of degree4, Hpq (cf. (3.2.5)) of
degree5, Fpq (cf. (3.2.3)) of degree6.
4. Close above the canonical image.
4.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for equations (3.2.1) to be solvable with
respect to z is that the (n —l)-tuple (Qy,..., Qn-i) be a solution of the system

(4.1.1)

hk+2(hkh2y+hQk) = hk+y(hk+yh2y+hQk+y),

fc = l,...,n-2,

on the canonical image W = Wc^- Using the parametrization
Wc<dwe have

(1.2.1) of the surface

h(x,y) = aa(z0,zy) +0b(zo,zy),
hk(x,y) = ack(z0,zy) + 0dk{zo,zy),

k=l,...,n,

and (4.1.1) becomes equalities in the ring C[zo,zy,a,0].

If we rewrite them in the

form h(hk+2Qk - hk+yQk+y) = h2(hk+1 - hkhk+2), then we can use A.1.4, A.1.7,
A. 1.8 and get

(4.1.2)

hk+2Qk-hk+yQk+y=h2y(ack+06k),

k=l,...,n-2.

We can suppose that Qk are quadratic forms of the variables
n

n

ho-h, hy,...,hn:Qk= 222Z Q\Jhxhm
A=0m=0
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where (qxJ) are symmetric

matrices.

In Cases A and C equalities

(A.l.5)

show

that (Xyh2,..., Xn-yh2) is a solution of the system (4.1.2). In Case B we use A.1.7
and the system (4.1.2) yields
(!) _

(2) _

„(2) _

y/hn

_

("-2)

_ n

.(3) _

_

%o ~ Qoo — ■■■—qoo
°n

——1/Ooay,

— u,
(n-l)

qyy —■■■— qyy

_ n

— U,

2<7oi}
+ boayq(oo+1)
=0,

fc= 1,..., n - 2,

q[k) + 2boayq0k+1) = 0,

fc = l,...,n-2.

If n > 5, then q01' = l/2b2)a2 and hence 0 = g0o = -l/b^a\:
a contradiction.
Therefore we have established the inequality n < 5, proved in [5, §1]. Conversely,
if 3 < n < 5, then using the relations (1.2.3) and (1.2.4) written in terms of the
coordinates h,hy,... ,hn, we easily get that (Qy,... ,Qn-i) is a solution of (4.1.2)
where

Qi = o,
Q2 = -(l/boay)h2,
Q3 = (l/b20a2)hhy - (l/b0ay)hyh2,

Q4 = -(l/bla\)h2

+ (l/bla2)hh2 - (l/b0ay)hyh3.

4.2. Let X = Proj R be the canonical

3.2.6 we get X C P2"(ln+1,2,3n_1)

model of the surface S. Using Theorem

and the surface X is defined by equations

(1.2.2)-(1.2.4), (3.2.1) and (3.2.3)-(3.2.5). The involution a (cf. 3.1) acts on the
canonical ring R by the rule (x, y, z, v) —►
(x, y, z, —v) and it is not hard to check
that the ring R" of invariants is isomorphic to C[x,y,z]/J,
where the ideal J
is generated by the polynomials a^, bim, Cim and Dk. Setting V = Proj(i?<T)
we have V C Pn+1(ln+1,2)
and the surface V is defined by equations (1.2.2)(1.2.4) and (3.2.1); moreover, V = X/a. The canonical map Fk has the following
decomposition:

FK : S-►

MR

X —» V -» W;
pr

p

here MR is the minimal resolution of the double rational points of X, pr and p are
natural projections.

It follows from the equations of X that the base point P of the canonical lin1 /A
ear system \K\ has coordinates (0,... ,0; 1;0,... ,0, e0 ) on X. Note that Q =
(0,..., 0; 1) is the only point on V at which the projection p is not defined. By
setting Xi = Xi, yj = Yj, z = Z2 we lift the surface V to a surface Vy in
the projective space Pn+1 with coordinates Xi, Yj, Z. If r is the involution

(Xi,Yj,Z)

— (Xi,Yj,-Z)

of Vy, then V = Vy/r. Let us denote by r, the fac-

tor map Vy —►
V and by pi the natural projection Vy —*W. Then py = p o n is not
defined at the point Qy = n~1(Q). The equations of Vy show that every point on
W outside the line / = (h2 = ■■■= hn = 0) (cf. Lemma 3.2.2) has, in general, two
inverse images by py. The linear forms h and hy are homogeneous coordinates on
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the line / and a point (h, hy) E I has an inverse image by pi if and only if

h3 + hQ(h,hy,0,...,0)=0
Q2(h,hy,0,...,0)=0
(4.2.1)

Qn_i(Mi,0,...,0)

= 0.

Set fo = /(o,i), /oo = /(i,o)i c0(x) = a(x), d0(y) = b(y). It is clear that the
coefficients of the linear forms hk(x,y) = Ck(x)+dk(y), 0 < fc < n, are the cofactors
of the elements of the (fc + l)st column of the matrix (1.3.1) (in Cases A and C),
respectively of the matrix (1.3.2) (in Case B), and the multiplicity of the line /0
(respectively, the line /<») in the divisor (hk) on Wc%dis just the minimum of the
multiplicities of zq (respectively, of zy) in the polynomials Ck(zo,zy), dk(zo,zy). In
Case A our choice of the first column of the matrix (1.3.1) and Lemma A.1.2, 1°
show that the minimum of the multiplicities of zq is > 1 for 2 < fc < n. On the
other hand for a generic hyperplane section h(x,y) all cofactors of the elements of
the second, the (c + l)st, the (c + 3)rd, and the last row and the fcth column of the
matrix (1.3.1), 2 < fc < n, are ^ 0, so, in particular, this minimum is equal to 1.
Moreover, the line /oo does not divide (hk), 2 < fc < n.
In Cases B and C we have for k = 2,..., n:
Ck(z0,Zy)

= 0,

A{z z)_f
[I/ay)zk-2zny-k
dk(Z0,Zy) - | {1/ao)zk-lzn-k

in Case B,
in Cage c

We have proved the following
LEMMA 4.2.2.

For a generic hyperplane section h(x,y)

{Hk
+ I,
/ + (fc-2)/0 + (n-fc)/oo,
(fc- l)/o + (n —fc)/oo,
where Hk is a rational

in Case A,
in Case B,
in Case C,

one has

fc= 2,..., n,

curve on Wc^d and (Hk, f) = 1-

Let us rewrite (4.1.1) in the form

(hk+2/h2)(h\ + hQy) = hk+yh\ + hQk+y,

fc= 1,..., n - 2.

Lemma 4.2.2 shows that in Cases A and B the restriction of the rational function
hk+2/h2 on the line I is a nonzero rational function gk+y with divisor

,
> _ (Pk+2-P2,
\Qk+i) |fcjPo_fcpoo)

in Case A,
in Case B,

where Pk = HkC\l, k = 2,... ,n, in Case A, and P0 = /0 DE^, Poo = /oo nE^. In
Case C the function flfc+i is identically zero on the line / for fc = 1,..., n—2. We have

9k+i(h\+hQy) = hQk+yonl,henceQk+y = 0 in Case C and (gk+i)+ (hl+hQy) =
(h) + (Qk+y) in the other cases for fc = 1,..., n —2.
Let us first consider Case C. Then the system (4.2.1) is equivalent to its first
equation; the vertex .Eoo of the cone Wo.n-i has coordinates (h, hy) = (ao, —1/6q)
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and because of (4.1.2) it satisfies this equation. Hence (/if + hQy) = T0 + Ty+T2
where T0 = £■«, and {T0,Ti,T2} is the set of solutions of (4.2.1) in this case.

In Case A we have Pk+2 - P2 + (h3y+ hQy) = Ph + (Qk+y) and because of
Ph t (of + nQi) we get Pk+2 £ P2, Pk+2 = Ph, P2\(h\ + hQy) and (Qk+y) =
(h3y+ hQy) - P2, for all fc = 1,..., n - 2. If (/i? + hQy) = P2 + Ty + T2, then in
this case {Ti,T2} is the set of solutions of (4.2.1).

In Case B we have 3 < n < 5, Ph = P0 and (Qfc+1)= (fc-l)P0-fcPoo+(/if+hQy)
for k = 1,... ,n-2;

hence (n - 2)P00\(h31+ hQy) and if (a? + hQy) = (n- 2)P00 +

Ty + --- + T5-n,then

(Qk+i) = (k- 1)P0 + (n-2-

fc)Poo+ Tj + • ■• + T5_n,

fc= 1,... ,n - 2.

Therefore {Ti,... ,T5_n} is the set of solutions of (4.2.1) in Case B.
4.3. The Jacobian of the system which defines the surface Vy shows that the
plane (Qy,l) is the tangential space to Vy at the point Qy, hence Vy is smooth at
Qy and the functions h/Z, hy/Z are local parameters at this point. Because of

r(h/Z) = —h/Z, r(hy/Z) = —hy/Z the point Q = n(Qy) is a double rational point
of type Ai on the surface V. Let gi: V{ —*Vy be the monoidal transformation with
center Qy and exceptional curve Gi. It is clear that gi resolves the irregular point
Qy of the projection pi. The involution r of Vy can be extended to an involution
r of V[ which preserves the curve Gy. We denote by V the factor variety V{/r
and by n' the factor map V[ —>V. The image n'(Gy) = G is a rational curve

and n'*(G) = 2Gy. We have 2G2 = 4G? = -4, hence G2 = -2. Since V{ - Gy is
isomorphic to Vy —Qy, then V —G is isomorphic to V —Q, so the natural map
q: V —*V is the minimal resolution of the double rational point Q E V.
Let pj be the regular extension of pi on V[. The map p\ is r-equivariant and the
factor map p': V —*W is regular and an isomorphism outside the inverse images
of the points

T^ which form the set of solutions

of (4.2.1).

It is not hard to see

that, in fact, p' is the composition of the monoidal transformations with centers Tp
(the points TM may be infinitely near). Denote by 9^ their exceptional lines.
Let p: X' —►
X be the monoidal transformation with center P and exceptional
line G' and let <p: S' —>X' and ip: X' —►
V be the extensions of the maps MR
and pr respectively. We have constructed the following commutative diagram:
V

&—-—r-x'—-*-v—.y

I

'1

S->-x-*•

MR

i

7~~~~—~-^p'

Pr

1/ ^^
V-

P

w

W
?~w
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5. Characterization
theorem.
5.1. The following equalities give necessary and sufficient conditions for solving
(3.2.3) on the surface V with respect to Vy,...,vn-y:
(5.1.1)

MpqMrs = MprMqs,

1 <p,q,r,s

<n-

1, on V

(we set Mqp = Mpq). If they hold, (3.2.3) has two solutions: (x,y,z, v) and
(x, y, z, —v) = a(x,y,z,v)
which form the canonical model X of the surface S
when (x, y, z) varies on V.
The branch locus B of the 2-1 map pr is defined by the equations Mpq = 0,
1 < p < g < n - 1, on the surface V. Because of 0 ^ eo = Mn-ytn-y(Q)
(cf.
(2.2.2)) we have Q £ B, hence (q*B, G) = 0 and without ambiguity we may denote

q*B by B. Since ip*(G) = 2G', the branch locus of the 2-1 map ip is B + G.
Suppose we are in Case A or Case B. In [4 and 5] Horikawa computes the branch
loci of the compositions x = V"° <Pand Fl = p' ° X as follows: the branch locus of
Ft, is in the linear system
|2(3-r-e)£oo + (n + 5-r-3d-2£)/|

onfF;

the branch locus of x is in the linear system

(5.1.2)

2(3 + e)Eoc+ (n + b + 3d-2e)f-4j2®P.

on^'.

The fact that X has at most double rational points as singularities yields that the
branch locus B + G oi\ has neither multiple components nor infinitely near triple
points (cf. [4, Lemma 5]); moreover, d < (n + 2)/2. Conversely, if this inequality is
satisfied, then under some locally closed conditions (called Conditions Bd) we have:
1°. There exists a not empty open set of curves in (5.1.2) which have neither
multiple components nor infinitely near triple points (cf. [5, Lemma 1.2.]).
2°. The branch curve B of pr is such that B + G on V coincides with a curve
from the open set defined in 1°.
Then, supposing (5.1.1) and all conditions which assure the existence of the surface
V (see the previous section) we infer that the surface Xy defined by the ideal
■Ji = (aij,b[m,Cim,Dk,FPq)
is a 2-1 covering of V ramified over the curve B and
over the unique singular point Q on V. Hence the blow-up X[ of A'i at the point
P is a 2-1 covering of V ramified over the curve B + G. Both Xy and X[ have
at most double rational points as singularities, the minimal resolution S'y of X[ is
the blow-up of the minimal resolution Si of Xy at the point P, the last surface Si
is a minimal surface of general type with pg = n + 1, K2 = 2n — 1, such that its
canonical linear system defines the natural map onto W with unique base point P

(cf. [4 and 5]).
We obtain from (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) a necessary condition for the coincidence of

X and Xy (and, hence, of S and Si): there exist constants gx
n^
in x and y such that

and linear forms

n-l

(5.1.3)

hkMpr - hsMqr + h^2 9xSPQ)MXr=0,

l<p<q<n-l,

A=l

1 < fc < s < n, s + p = fc+ g, 1 < r < n —1,
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n-l

(5.1.4)

zMpr - h[{q_p+1)/2]hliq-p)/2]
+ yMqr+ h J2 h^9)MXr = 0,
a=i
l<p<q<n—

1, 1 <r < n - 1,

on V. Hence we have the syzygies
n-l

(5.1.5)

vrGkspq- hkFpr + hsFqr -hJ2

g{ksp9)Fxr= 0,

x=i
n-l

(5.1.6)

VrHpq- zFpT + /i[(,_p+i)/2]ft[(,-p)/2] + lir,r ~ h^2 hx"') F*r = 0
A= l

where the indices run over the same values as (5.1.3) and (5.1.4) (compare with

(2.2.11) and (2.2.12)). Conversely, supposing that (5.1.3) and (5.1.4) hold and using
the syzygies (5.1.5) and (5.1.6) we infer that rad Ji = rad I, hence Xy = X.
5.2. Now, let us suppose that we are in Case C. With an abuse of notation we
denote by Erx, the exceptional line ©o of the monoidal transformation
too with
center at the vertex E^ = T0 of the cone Wo,n-i- The result of this monoidal
transformation
is a ruled surface Wn-i with directrix Era, E^ = —n + 1, a zero
section Eo and such that its fibres are exactly the proper transforms of the rulings
of the cone. The surface V is obtained by applying two monoidal transformations
mi and m2 with centers at the points Ti and T2 on the fibre / of Wn-y (I is the
proper transform of the line / on the cone Ivo,n-i)Let us suppose Wn-y is embedded in P"+2 by the linear system [E^ + nf\ as
a rational normal scroll Wy<n-y. Set xi = mi ° m2 ° X and F = Xi(/)- We have
L = Xy(Eo), Fr, = too ° Xi> and using the long exact sequence

0 -* H°(S',c?(L)) -» H°(S',(f(L + F)) - H°(F,c?(KF)) -»■ ■■
it is easy to see that dimH°(S',(f(L
+ F)) = n + 3 and xi and Fl can be defined by choosing a basis of this C-linear space in such a way that the monoidal
transformation too: VKi,„-i -♦ Wo,n-i is the restriction of the projection
pn + 2 _t

pn

(xo,xy,yo,yy,...

,yn-y,yn)

>-> (xo;y0,...,yn-y).

Horikawa shows in [5] that the branch loci of xi and x belong to the linear systems

|6.Eoo+ (4n-l-2)/| onWytn-y and \0Eoo+ (4n + 2)-iJ2l=y

©a I onV", respectively,

that the branch locus of x has neither multiple components nor infinitely near triple
points, and he reduced Case C to Case A with d = n — 1. More precisely, all
conditions in 5.1 concerning Case A with d = n — 1 hold in Case C after replacing

FL withxi5.3. For the convenience of the reader we collect in the list below all conditions
which the parameters of the relations of the canonical ring R satisfy.

(5.3.1)

2<n,

0<c,

0<d<(n

+ 2)/2, 2c + d = n-l;

c > 0, e = 0 in Case A;
c=l,
3<n<5,
£=1
in Case B;
c = 0, 2<n<4
in Case C.
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The point (ao,.. •, ac; b0,. ■■, bc+d) E (Pn)* is in sufficiently general position; ao = 0

in Case B (on account of choice of a coordinate system in Pn, see (2.1.1)). The
polynomial f/yn+i(zo,zy) = Z^o* evzozin+1"
nas simple roots and eo ^ 0 (cf.

(2.2.2)).
/„

*P[(p-rq)/2\l(p+q+l)/2}(Z0Zy

„2n-2

2 2n-3

,ZQZy

^2n-l

,2n-l\

,. . ., ZQ

= zln-p-"-2zl+(i+2hn+y(zo,Zy),

, Zy

)

1 < p < q < fl - 1

(cf. (2.2.5));
hk+2(hkh\ + hQk) = hk+y(hk+yh\ + hQk+1),

MpqMrs = MprMqs,

k=l,...,n-2,

1 < p, q, r, s < n - 1, on V

onW
(cf. (4.1.1));

(cf. (5.1.1));

n-l

hkMpr- hsMqr+ hJ2 g{kspq)MXr
= 0,

l<p<g<n-l,

l<fc<s<n,

A=l

s + p = fc+ g, 1 <r <n —1, onV
(cf. (5.1.3));
n-l

zMpr - h[{q_p+y)/2]h[(q-p)/2]+ yMqr + h ^

h^Q)MXr = 0

A= l

1<P<9<«-1,

1 < r < n - 1, onV

(cf. (5.1.4)).

The polynomials Mpq, 1 <p < q <n —1, and Qk, 1 < k < n —1, satisfy Conditions
Bd from 5.1.

THEOREM 5.3.2.

Let R be the ring C[x,y,z,v]/I

from Theorem 3.2.6 where

the ideal I satisfies the conditions from (5.3.1). Then X = Proj R is a surface which
has at most double rational points as singularities. The minimal resolution S of X
is a minimal surface of general type with pg = n + 1, K2 = 2n — 1, and such that
its canonical linear system has one base point. The ring R is naturally isomorphic
to the canonical ring of S.
PROOF. The proof of the theorem has been completed before its formulation.
Table 1 classifies these surfaces.

pg

K2

c

3
4
4
5
5
6
6
> 7
_2c

3
5
5
7
7
9
9

0
0
1
0
1
1
2
> 0

d

1
2
0
3
1
2
0
<(pg +1)/2

The canonical
image

W0,i = P2
Wo]2
Wi'o = P1 x P1
W0]3
Wi,i
Wy\2
W2[0
Wc\d,
+ d = pg - 2_
TABLE 1

Type

Case C
CaseC
Case A=Case B
CaseC
Case A and Case B
Case A and Case B
Case A
Case A
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Appendix

A.

A.l. Set z = (zo,zy) and let a(z) = aoz\ + ayZoz\~x + • • • + acZo, b(z) =
boz\+ + byZozCy+~l H-hbc+dZQ+d
be mutually prime homogeneous polynomials,
2c + d = n-l,n>2.
Then for every fc, 1 < fc < n, there exists a pair Ck(z), dk(z)
of homogeneous polynomials of degrees c and c + d respectively, such that
(A.l.l)

a(z)dk(z)

furthermore,

- b(z)ck(z) = zk-lzny-k;

any pair c'k(z), d'k(z) with this property is given by the formulae

c'k(z) = ck(z) + Xka(z),

d'k(z) = dk(z) + Xkb(z),

for some constants Xk (1 < fc < n).
The proof of the following lemma is obvious.

LEMMA A. 1.2. 1°. //fc > 1 and ao ^ 0 (&o¥" 0), then there exists a single
pair ck(z), dk(z) which satisfies (A.l.l) and such that Ck(0,1) = 0 (dk(0,1) = 0).
This yields dk(0,1) = 0 (ck(0,1) = 0).
2°. //fc = 1 andao ^ 0 (&o¥" 0), then there exists a single pair cy(z), dy(z) which

satisfies (A.l.l) and such that cy(0,1) = 0 (di(0,1) =0).
(ci (0,1)^0).
3°.

This yields dy(0,1) 7^0

If k < n and ac 7^ 0 (bc+d ^ 0), then there exists a single pair ck(z),

dk(z) which satisfies (A.l.l) and such that cjt(l,0) = 0 (djt(l,0) = 0). This yields
dk(l,0)=0(ck(l,0)=0).
4°. If ck(z) = 0 for some k, 1 < k <n, then a(z) = aiZ0zl~l with 0 < i < n— 1,
0 < c — i < n — k and dk(z) = zQ~lzryl~ /a(z). In particular, if Ck(z) = 0 for
fc= 2,..., n, then i = c = 0 or 1.
Let Ck(z), dk(z) be the pairs from 1° and 2° of Lemma A.1.2. Then for every

fc= 1,..., n —1, we have
a(z)dk+y(z)(zy/zo)
hence there exist constants
,A j ^

- b(z)ck+y(z)(zy/zo)

= zk~1Zy~k,

Afcsuch that

cfc+i(z)(zy/z0)

= ck(z) + Xka(z),

dk+i{z)(zy/z0)

= dk(z) + Xkb(z).

Now, we shall be dealing with the expression

Ak(z;a,0)

= (ack+1(z) + 0dk+y(z))2
- (ack(z) + 0dk(z))(ack+2(z)

LEMMAA. 1.4.

+ 0dk+2(z)).

One has

Ak(z; a, 0) = (ack(z) + 06k(z))(aa(z) + 0b(z)),

fc= 1,..., n - 2,

where
,.

c-s

$k(z) = XkCk+2(z) - Xk+yCk+y(z),

h(z) = Xkdk+2(z) - Xk+ydk+y(z).
PROOF. Because of Ak(z; —b(z), a(z)) = 0 we can find homogeneous polynomials
gk(z) and 6k(z) of degrees c and c + d respectively, such that
fA x .

c2k+1(z) - ck(z)ck+2(z)

= a(z)ck(z),

dl+y{z) - dk(z)dk+2(z) = b(z)6k(z).
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This yields
2ck+y(z)dk+y(z) - ck(z)dk+2(z) - ck+2(z)dk(z) = b(z)ck(z) + a(z)6k(z)
and we get the decomposition

of Ak(z;a,0).

Multiplying

(A.1.6) by zq and using

(A.l.3) we have
z0a(z)ck(z)

= ck+y(z)(zyck+2(z)

- z0Xk+ya(z))

- ck+2(z)(zyck+y(z)
= z0a(z)(XkCk+2(z)

- z0Xka(z))

- Afc+icfc+i(z)),

hence we have the first equality from (A. 1.5). The proof of the second equality can
be done in a similar way.

REMARKA.1.7. Suppose c = 1. If ck(z), dk(z), fc= 2,..., n, are the pairs from
4° of Lemma A.1.2 and cy(z), dy(z) is the pair from 3° of the same lemma (that is
ci(z) = -(l/b0)zy, boayz0dy(z) = boZy'1 - b(z)zy), then

Ak(z; a,0) = (ack(z) + 06k(z))(aa(z) + 0b(z)),
where ck(z) = Sk(z) = 0 for fc = 2,... ,n, and Cy(z) = 0, 6y(z) = (l/boal)zy~2.
REMARK A.1.8. Suppose c = 0. If ck(z), dk(z), k = 2,..., n, are the pairs from
4° of Lemma A.1.2 and cy(z), dy(z) is the pair from 2° of the same lemma (that is
cy(z) = -l/b0, a0dy(z) = z^1 - (l/b0)b(z)), then

Ak(z; a, 0) = (ack(z) + 06k(z))(aa(z) + 0b(z)),
where ck(z) = Sk(z) = 0 for fc= 2,... ,n, and Cy(z) =0, 6y(z) = (l/boal)z^Zy~3.
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